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Counterfeiting of Early U. S. Legal Tender Notes
and Fractional Currency

By William P. Koster

(Concluded from PAPER MONEY No. 42, Page 60)

Examples of Early Counterfeiting

Counterfeiting of these early Legal Tender issues took
many forms ranging from pen and ink copies (!) and
mediocre photographic copies (like crude photostats in
today's terms) to some high-quality, engraved forgeries.
Only the engravings were really dangerous as far as the

integrity of the currency issues was concerned. All de-
nominations including the $1,000 note were targets for
the counterfeiter's art. Examples of the type of counter-
feiting that was done on these issues are illustrated in
this report:

Fig. 1. Counterfeit $5 Legal Tender Note, Series 1863.

1 (a) counterfeit 1 (b) genuine
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1 (c) counterfeit

ElIffr ..FIVE

1 (e) counterfeit

Figure 1 shows a detailed comparison of the genuine
and a typical counterfeit of the $5 note, which was prob-
ably the backbone of the currency then in circulation. As
can be seen in Figure 1, the counterfeit note presents a
respectable appearance. On this particular counterfeit,
however, the portrait of Hamilton is below par for the
period. Close-up photographs, mostly taken at 4X and
5X, show in some detail the differences between the coun-
terfeit and the genuine bill. Notice in comparing portrait
backgrounds, Figures la, lb, le, and ld, that the parallel
ruling or crosshatching of the counterfeit is less uniform

1 (d) genuine

E Flinglffr

1 (f) genuine

and poorer in spacing and tone than the genuine. Also,
notice the lack of detail particularly in the eyes of the
statute of Columbia. One of the most difficult tasks in
engraving a vignette is to execute a good blend or transi-
tion between the figure and the background. Notice that
this transition is much poorer on the counterfeit than in
the original. Notice also that the portrait of Hamilton
is much flatter, namely lacking perspective, in the counter-
feit. Hamilton's eyes appear to be slightly crossed in
the counterfeit. For some reason, cross-eyed portraits
are a common characteristic of counterfeits.
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Good examples of geometrical lathe work of the period
are shown in Figures lf and lh. These illustrate the
many interlocking ellipses and circles formed by continu-
ous lines with a geometrical lathe. Note, as shown in
Figures le and 1g, that the counterfeit is at best a poor
imitation of the real thing. Considering the face of this
particular bill, the shortcomings of the counterfeit are not
really very obvious to the unaided eye except perhaps
for the portrait of Hamilton. A good magnifying glass,
however, permits detection of the difference in quality.
Note also in the very top of Figure 1, the block spacers

1 (h) genuine

between the "FIVES" in the border of the genuine. Each
is a castellated block. In the counterfeit, Figure le, each
spacer is a solid white block with an interior cross. This
specific geometrical difference, if known and recognized,
would provide an immediate positive basis for identifying
the counterfeit. Such flaws were used to recognize the
products of a known bogus plate. The other details we
have discussed, aspects of relative quality, were used to
provide judgment or interpretation on newly appearing
bills whose authenticity was questioned.

Fig. 2. Counterfeit reverse of $5 Legal Tender Note, Series 1863.

The reverse of this same $5 bill, in comparison with
parts of the reverse of a genuine counterpart, is shown
in Figure 2. The impression of the entire reverse is
counterfeit and, as can be seen, looks quite good. When
appropriately printed in the right color of green ink, it
could be very deceptive. On close inspection, however,
three types of discrepancies can be found. In comparing
Figures 2a and 2b, it is noted that the geometrical lathe
work of the counterfeit (2a) is considerably less precise
than that of the genuine. Much of the counterfeit lathe
work consists of straight lines with rounded corners rather
than continuously curving circles and elipses. Note also
the lack of uniform geometrical interlocking patterns in
the counterfeit compared to the genuine.

A very important comparison is shown in Figures 2c
and d. At first glance, it might be thought that the cap-
tions have been accidentally reversed. The counterfeit
seems so crisp, clear and free of smearing. The genuine,
on the other hand, is somewhat softer in tone and also

smudged when studied at this magnification. However,
the labeling of the photographs is correct. The important
thing to be shown in this illustration is the accuracy of
parallel ruling. As noted before, this was one of the
counterfeiter's real problem areas. Notice in Figure 2c
the variable spacing between the horizontal lines beneath
the "and" and also beneath the "ment" of payment. In
contrast, the genuine note, Figure 2d, has perfectly uni-
form parallel ruling, shown in terms of the width of the
lines and also the spacing between the lines. The key
to judging a counterfeit is not the presence or absence of
smudging, smearing or overinking, but rather to con-
sider the quality of the plate from which the printed
impression was made. The bank note companies and
later the Bureau of Engraving and Printing had con-
siderable difficulty with inking and other aspects of clarity.
Printing was done by hand and was subject to moderate
variables in quality. Again, the key to judgment is to
look "past" the printing and base judgment rather on the
plate from which the printing was done.
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2 (b) genuine

A counterfeit $100 Legal Tender Note of this era is
shown in Figure 3. Here again, to the unaided eye, the
copy is quite respectable. This is particularly so when
nicely printed in black and olive on the obverse and a nice
bright apple green on the reverse. Close inspection with
a magnifying glass, however, would reveal many differ-
ences in quality of the engraving as shown in Figures
3a and 3b. A careful look could quickly provide the an-
swer for someone who had at least some experience in
handling paper money.

One of the best counterfeits of United States currency
ever made is shown in Figure 4. This work was the
product of William E. Brockway, who was one of the most
resourceful counterfeiters of the era. His "fame" dated
back to the printing of many state bank issues in the
1840's and 50's. To the naked eye, the counterfeit is very
much like the genuine, although one can see a hint of
crossed eyes in the portrait. A magnifying glass shows
differences such as can be seen in Figures 4a and 45.
There are many minor features in the portrait which

could be rather easily used in detecting a counterfeit were
a genuine copy available for comparison. At a much
higher magnification, as would be seen in a microscope,
one could see considerable differences in detail in the
engraving of a portrait as indicated in Figures 4c and
4d. Figures 4e and 4f compare the poorest part of this
bill. In this case, the geometrical lathe work would cause
the counterfeit to flunk many people's close inspection.

(Not to get too far off the track, but this particular
50c note, portraying Francis E. Spinner, should be of
historical interest to many collectors. Prior to its ap-
pearance, there were no restrictions concerning portraits
of live people appearing on U. S. paper money. Presi-
dent Lincoln was portrayed as early as 1861. Salmon
Chase appeared on the $1 bill concurrent with his term
as Secretary of the Treasury. Several congressmen, how-
ever, became so fed up with the egotism of Mr. Spinner
in using the power of his office as Treasurer to spread his
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2 (c) counterfeit 2 (d) genuine

Fig. 3. Counterfeit $100 Legal Tender Note, Series 1862.
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3 (a) counterfeit

Fig. 4. Fractional 50c note showing famous Brockway counterfeit (top) and genuine impression
(bottom).
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4 (a) counterfeit 4 (b) genuine

4 (e) counterfeit
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own portrait across the nation that they passed a law in
1867 which forbade the likeness of any living person ap-
pearing on the securities and postage stamps of the
United States. This same law stopped the printing of
the Grant-Sherman 15c bill for circulation although it
had been designed and proofed. Many specimen copies
still exist.

In conclusion, an attempt has been made to illustrate
the main design features that were used to protect the
integrity of our first issues of paper money. Illustrations
have also been presented which show the degree to which
counterfeiters were successful in overcoming these pro-
tective obstacles. The first step the government took to
head off further counterfeiting was evidenced in the de-
signs of the First Charter National Bank Notes. These
bills were much more elaborate and beautiful than the
early Legal Tender issues. These new designs posed
special problems to counterfeiters. The counterfeiters
responded and in some cases were surprisingly successful
in overcoming the new obstacles of the National Bank
Note designs. The next article in this series will illus-
trate some of the counterfeiting of these issues.

To meet this further challenge, Treasury officials and
specialists developed an entire new series of paper money
designs which contained several features that had not
previously been used to fortify a currency issue against
counterfeiting. This effort evolved as the Legal Tender
Series of 1869. A later article being prepared will
describe and illustrate the features of this and subsequent
19th century issues. Perhaps the most bizarre counter-
feiting episode in the United States history was the for-
gery of the $100 Silver Certificate Series of 1891. The
copy of this issue was so deceiving, using new techniques
never tried before in counterfeiting, that when discovered,
the Treasury withdrew the entire issue from circulation.

I hope that readers will enjoy this material and the
history attached to it. I hope also that it may also help
some of you to authenticate the United States currency
in your possession. With some knowledge and judg-
ment, the detection of 19th century counterfeits is a
relatively straightforward task.

Laban Heath's Counterfeit Currency Detectors, pub-
lished in the Civil War era, provided the counterfeit im-
pressions which were used to illustrate this article. For
those interested in a more detailed account of this subject,
I suggest you start with a fairly recent and comprehen-
sive book entitled Counterfeiting in America by Lynn
Glaser. published in 1968 by Clarkson N. Potter, Inc.
This text is very readable and also well-referenced, per-
mitting easy further digging into the subject.

NEW FRIEDBERG CATALOG OUT

The long-awaited, new seventh edition of Paper Money
of the United States, the standard reference work on
American currency by the late Robert Friedberg, with
additions and revisions by Jack Friedberg, is now avail-
able at coin shops, book stores and department store coin
departments.

The book illustrates and values all types and sizes of
U. S. paper money from the first year of issue, 1861, to
the present; everything from a 3c note to a $10,000 bill.
Included are all issues of large-size notes, current-size
notes, fractional currency and encased postage stamps.

In addition, a remarkable section, "National Bank Notes
by States," illustrates and values by state every National
Bank Note, more than 2,200 valuations in all with a
geographical and numerical list of all 14,348 National
Banks.

Onepapa Goes Up

As is customary with new editions of this book, the
valuations have been completely revised and up-dated.
Most of the notes, with the exception of some modern
issues, were raised in price, with the biggest increases oc-
curring in one, two and five-dollar large-size notes, parti-
cularly the $5 Silver Certificates of 1886 picturing silver
dollars on the reverse, and the Indian Chief Onepapa $5
Silver Certificates of 1899.

Sizable price increases will also be found in National
Bank Notes of the First Charter Period, 1863-1882. Notes
of this period rank among the most beautiful examples of
our currency. The obverses bear vignettes pertaining to
American history or tradition; the reverses, which are
bicolored, show some of the famous paintings on Ameri-
cana that hang in the Capitol in Washington. D. C. All
notes of the First Charter Period are very rare in new
condition, and when so found, they are of extraordinary
beauty and appeal.

Other significant price increases are evident in some
National Bank Notes of the Second Charter Period, parti-
cularly notes which have the denomination printed on the
reverse; on $50 and $100 Gold Certificates of the 1882
Series and on encased postage stamps.

The Rich Get Richer

In the case of small or current-size notes, there has
been a definite widening of the gap between the prices
of scarce notes and common notes. In general, notes with
the rarer signature combinations have risen in price while
common notes have declined in price, reflecting an upsurge
of interest in the collecting of better notes.

With regard to condition, the gulf between the condi-
tions "Very Fine" and "New" has continued to spread, an
indication of the persistent demand for notes in new
condition.

The first edition of Paper Money of the United States,
published in 1953, turned paper money collecting from a
hobby pursued by a few knowing specialists, or "rag-
pickers" as they were called, to the popular hobby it is
today, enjoyed by thousands of enthusiastic collectors. Not
only was this the first time any published work covered
all types of U. S. paper money, but the Friedberg number-
ing system revolutionized the system of identifying cur-
rency throughout the hobby.

The latest edition, which costs $14.00, is an authorita-
tive volume that will be welcomed as much for its attrac-
tive appearance, the high quality of its illustrations and
its large-size, 81/2x11 format as for the wealth of informa-
tion to be found in its pages.

For new collectors, there is an excellent introductory
text which contains a wide range of useful information
about U. S. paper money. The introduction describes the
origin and history of U. S. currency, imparts information
about seal and signature varieties and the dating of paper
money, and tells how to determine the rarity and condi-
tion of a note. There is also a helpful guide to collecting
U. S. paper money.

Paper Money of the United States is published by the
Coin and Currency Institute, Inc., 393 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 10001.
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